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System X

Hi there, before we introduce you to System X, and some other less scientific systems, we will first
give you a little background into the basic operations, and chances of winning a 6 from 49 lotteries,
which surprisingly very few people know.

How Much
The biggest win so far was apparently on the California State Lottery (Lotto), back in 1991, when ten
players shared a magnificent $118.8 million dollars.
The biggest individual win, in excess of $55 million, was in Honda in 1988.
In the UK, the biggest win at the time of going to press. went to someone who wished to remain
anonymous, who is now £17.8 million pounds better off!!

About The Lottery
The company running the lottery Camelot, hopes the lottery will rake in over £8 billion pounds for worthy
causes in the seven years of its caretaker ship, following which, bids will be taken for the right to run the
lottery for the next seven years.
You must be over 16 years of age to take part, and winners now have the right remain anonymous - or not,
as the UK’s first multi-millionaire sadly discovered. Be aware however, that no matter what the press say
about you, and no matter how people hound you in those first few days, big money like that will shortly
help you obliterate most of life’s little troubles.
Suffer the teething troubles gladly - someone else will be in the limelight the following week!

How The Prize Money is Shared Out
If three or four of your numbers are drawn, you will receive £10. For four, five or six correct numbers, the
prize you win depends on the number of tickets sold, and the number of people sharing the same
numbers. You must have the same as the first 6 number’s drawn in any order, to guarantee a share in the
Jackpot. A bonus number is drawn to give you additional chances to win a major prize, not including the
jackpot. With five out of Six numbers plus the bonus number, you could win an estimated £100,000.
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Weighing Up The Odds
The odds against winning the Jackpot in the UK lottery by matching all 6 winning numbers are 13,983,816
to one. Your chances do look remote, but in fact you have a much higher chance of winning a prize on the
lottery than winning anything significant on the Premium Bonds. The chances of Ernie making you an
instant millionaire are close to 3.37 billion to one! In comparison, scooping a pools jackpot is far easier at
30 million to one!
The chances of getting five out of six numbers right are one in 55,492. One in 1,1031 people will choose
four out of six winning numbers, and one in 57 will correctly choose three out of six winning numbers.

Just Another Numbers Game
In theory all numbers from 1 to 49 have the same statistical probability of being drawn.
In practice however, most lotteries develop numbers that have a higher than average
appearance rate (Hot numbers), and others with a lower than average appearance rate
(Cold numbers).

Even when Albert Einstein studied gambling, he concluded that there is no such thing as luck, probability
is the deciding factor. Others will tell you differently, including a couple who purchased their ticket in
California just after a black cat ran in front of their car. The cat survived, and the couple ended up the
equivalent of $750,000 richer!

Even odder methods of predicting winning numbers have evolved, including one regular winner of the
Australian State lottery, who says she makes her choice based on the first two number-related events that
happen to her on the morning of the lottery.
So if she reads in the paper that four people have been killed in a car crash, and the postman knocks three
times on her door, she will use those numbers three and four, to make her selections, choosing
3,4,33,34,43, and 44.

Several theories claim to help you plan a lottery win, including reading tea leaves, studying the palm of
your hand, using computer-based statistical theories, and more. In truth nothing will help you plan a major
Jackpot win, but experts argue that certain statistical systems, and other number theories can help you
balance the odds in your favor, and give you some very sizeable wins on a consistent basis.
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This report concentrates on two such theories, the powerful ‘ System X’, and ‘Numerology’ the study of
numbers, which is far more successful than many people think!

Does Luck Have A Part To Play?
I have a relative, who entered the pools once, and only once, and she won over £75,000, all down to
numbers she says. The numbers she chose represented family birthdays, their ages, special events, even
the disputed date of birth of her beloved pet dog. She tells me;

‘Everyone said her date of birth on the pedigree form was the 27th, but I knew there had been a mistake. I
later discovered she was born on the 28th, and that was the number I entered on the pools coupon. ff1
had put 27, we would have won about a £1000 or so. Thanks to number 28 we won over £75,000!!’

Not surprisingly, she is the one who first introduced me to numerology; the study of numbers.

But first let’s concentrate on the System X which is the main system outlined in this report.

System X
System X incorporates what has been successful on the pools for years, and that is ‘Perming’.
Perming involves picking a certain amount of numbers, then mix and matching them against each other,
and if any three or more of your penned numbers are drawn that week, you are more often than not
guaranteed several winning lines.
But System X is not just a simple perming plan, perming is only a part of this most powerful system.
The second part involves the so called Hot and Cold numbers. These are probably the best, yet most
underrated way of picking your lottery numbers. Despite what they say about the law of averages, it seems
that some numbers are more prone to pop out than others.
The following numbers are those picked in the first 8 weeks of the any lottery, system when even now
certain numbers have appeared several times, others NOT AT ALL!
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FREQUENCY THEORY

Frequency theory allows us to highlight any bias in the draw, and to ‘Predict’ whether any numbers have a
greater chance of being drawn than others. The following chart is based on the results of the first eight
weeks of the UK lottery.
It is important to remember, that if there is any bias in the draw, the lottery organizers might change the
mechanism and/or balls used in the lottery, if this happens, you must start your predictions again.

Frequency of Occurrence Chart

Number of times drawn
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Lottery Numbers
*Update this chart every 8 weeks.
*Do not add the next 8 weeks numbers to the old numbers. Always start with a new chart.
Five years of hard work went into studying hot and cold numbers, and their frequency of occurrence, with
statistics and probability all playing a major part.
Taking these two theories and combine them together, and you have one of the most effective, yet simple
systems ever devised.

So How Do You Combine Them Together?

What follows is a step by step guide, on how to operate System X for maximum success. Penning and
the use of hot and cold numbers will be explained as we go
along.

STEP 1
Every week for eight weeks, record all the numbers drawn, by filling in one of the squares on your
photocopied chart, like the one shown in our example above.
As you will notice after this period, a pattern will begin to emerge of the most frequent numbers drawn.
Then after 8 draws, pick the 8 most popular numbers drawn from your chart during this period. In our
example this would be 3,5,30,44, as they have all been drawn three times, with the exception of 44, which
has been drawn a staggering four times!
But as we need eight hot numbers, we need to find another four, so from the chart you will see there were
twelve numbers that were drawn twice, so pick any four from these twelve to give you your total of eight
hot number selections. It does not matter what four you pick from the twelve, as this will not effect the long
term profitability of the
system, so from our example we will pick 9,21,29,31.
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Now for the stake we are placing (~20), we need to find a total of fifteen numbers, therefore we have to
find another seven.
This is where System X comes into it’s own, as these seven numbers will be cold numbers, the numbers
least drawn over the last eight weeks, as the chances of them being drawn now, are far better than
average if the lottery is to uphold it’s claim of being as random as they say.

STEP 2

So now pick the seven least popular (Cold numbers). In our example there are thirteen numbers that have
yet to be picked during the eight weeks, so again pick any seven out of the thirteen. From our example we
will pick 7,19,23,33,41,45,48.

We now have our fifteen selections ready for penning, listed in numerical order they are;

3-5-7-9-19-21-23-29-30-31-33- 41- 44- 45- 48

STEP 3

Penning your selections is easy.
First of all we need to draw a grid. The size of the grid depends upon the amount of selections you want to
penn, in our case 15, therefore find a blank piece of paper and draw grid 15 blocks across. You then need
to number them from 1-15.(See diagram below).

Underneath place the 15 hot/cold selections in any order you wish.

Now extend the grid down so you have 20 lines, as $20 is going to be our stake 20 X $1.00 =$20 You are
now ready to perm your selections in these 20 lines.
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Example;

The best way to do this is to get a member of the family, or a friend to call out six numbers between 1-15,
and then to do this 20 times to give you 20 permed lines. You can do it yourself but it may not be as
random.

Say for example the first six they call out are; 1 - 7- 9- 11 - 13 - 15

Each of these six numbers called out, will represent one of your selections listed below.

Example;

So if the first number called out is 1, in our example under the column 1 you have the number 48, so now
you write 48 underneath as the first selection on line one. The second number called out was 7,so
underneath 7 you have the selection 3,so again you write 3 underneath column 7 as your second selection
on line one. Then the next 4 called out were 9,11,13,15. So the final 6 selections for line one are 48-3-2331-19-41.(See above).
This process is then carried out a further 19 times to give you a final total of 20 lines. You can in fact penn
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as many lines as you wish depending on your finances, if you want to penn more, then you simply need to
extend the grid down. Obviously the more lines you penn the greater chance you will get more winning
lines, if any of the numbers drawn that week are in your 15 selections.
These 20 lines are now your selections for a period of 8 draws only, while at the same time, keep
recording every week’s lottery numbers on your frequency of occurrence chart.
These 20 lines are now your selections for a period of 8 draws only, while at the same time, keep
recording every week’s lottery numbers on your frequency of occurrence chart. Often there will be week’s
when you don’t get any numbers in your 15 selections, but not to worry, because such is the concentration
of your selections, that statistically over a period of time, they will frequently fall into place on many lines.
So be patient, and you will soon be making plenty.
After 8 weeks it’s time to update them again, with eight of the most popular, and seven of the least popular
numbers drawn from the previous eight weeks. So in other words, steps 1 to 3 will have to be repeated
every 8 draws.
For the first 8 draws, you will have to record the hot and cold numbers before you play, unless of course
you can get hold of the past 8 weeks’ results. In which case you can then compile your own chart, and
start straight away.
Remember System X is based on a $20 (or £20 if in the UK) stake, you can of course stake smaller by
simply perming five or ten lines instead of twenty.
If you want to double your stake from say, $20 to $40, then we advise sticking with the 15 selections
chosen from the frequency of occurrence chart, and then extending the grid to 40 lines, or to whatever you
wish.

PLEASE NOTE:
When the midweek draw is introduced, you will have to update your chart, and renew your numbers every
4 weeks, as there will then be 2 draws per week, giving you a total of 8 draws in any 4 week period.
Also, always start with a new chart after the 8 draws, do not add the new numbers to the old ones, as this
will upset the probability theory of the system.

Other Less Serious Ways of Going For The Big Win
Numerology
Have you ever noticed that when a lottery or pools winner is interviewed, more often than not, the vast
majority will say they picked their numbers based on, dates of birth, house and lucky numbers etc,etc. . Is
this just a coincidence. . . Or is there more to this than meets the eye. .read on!!
The study of numbers and their effects on our daily lives, dates back countless centuries, when our
ancestors believed that every number from 1 to 9, has a meaning all of it’s own, and each has a particular
influence of one kind or another.
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They also believed, so do today’s exponents, that each person has his or her own lucky number, usually
based on the day, month and year of birth.
Another discovery of our ancient ancestors was that letters also have corresponding values in numbers,
indicating that names too can be transformed into lucky numbers.

Let us first of all consider the nine numbers, and note what each represents:

1.
The greatest of all numbers, number 1 stands for leadership, power and confidence.
Anyone with this for their lucky number should advance well in life.

2.
Has a tendency to make you reserved and satisfied, and possibly prompt the individual whose lucky
number this is. to remain in the background.

3.
Represents joy and cheer, and the power of communicating happiness.

4.
One of the most fortunate of numbers, 4 has a great influence towards success and the fulfilment of
ambitions. The number stands mainly for work, and confers great energy and driving power. People with
this for their lucky number are solid, reliable, and rarely put a foot wrong.

5.
This is the soul figure, so called because it confers great depth of soul, strong emotions and great power of
loving.

6.
Six the love number, associated with marriage, love and humanity, affection for children. It also stands for
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home happiness and deep inner contentment.

7.
Stands for virtue of the highest degree. People who possess this for their lucky number are unselfish, and
have unlimited power of self-sacrifice.

8.
Similar to number 1, 8 stands for power, confidence and success.

9.
Stands for deep, wholly unselfish love, wisdom, sympathy and understanding.

To Find Your Lucky Numbers
Exponents of the lucky numbers theory, my relative included, tell us we should use the lucky numbers of
family and friends, in our pools and lottery entries, and anywhere else we can.
This is how to find out what your lucky number is, based on the day, month, and year of a person’s birth.
The appropriate method for calculating your lucky number is as follows, representing someone born on 6
May 1950.
6+5+1950
6+5+1 +9+5+0 26
These two digits must be reduced to one, appropriately by adding 2 and 6, making our subject’s lucky
number 8.
Your lucky number can also be used to determine which month, or which day of the month is likely to be
good for you. So for our example on page 8. August should be a lucky month, and the 8th of any month
should be very lucky, the 8th of August especially.
If the two numbers added together come to more than 9, then keep adding until you reach a single figure
e.g. If your birthday is 14 September 1959.
1 + 4 + 9 + 1 + 9 + 5 + 9 = 38
3 + 8 = 11
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1+1=2
As there is no 11 listed above in the lucky number section, you would simply add the 1 + 1 = 2. Giving you
a lucky number of 2.
To calculate your lucky number based on your name, early 20th century researchers advise the following
method:
Each letter of the alphabet has it’s own number value, and so we can find the numerical value of our
names, and those of other people.
The numerical value run, beginning with A, from 1 to 9, and then repeat themselves throughout the
alphabet, so that some letters have the same number as others, thus;
LETTERS
AJS
BKT
CLU
DMV
ENW
FOX
GPY
HQZ
IR

NUMBERS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

As for lucky numbers derived from the date of birth, all numbers arrived at from transforming the letters of
a person’s name (first names and surname included), are totalled, and the final two figures added together
until a single number results.

Other Ways of Increasing Your Winning Chances
Apart from using System X, and the numerology theory, the only other way to increase your chances of
winning the lottery, or the pools for that matter, is to obviously make more entries, covering as many
combinations as possible, joining a syndicate is one of the best ways to do this.
Syndicates are a common way of increasing your chances, as you are obviously covering more
combinations, and splitting the cost.
As for the football pools, being part of a syndicate could be the best, or the absolute worst thing that has
ever happened to you The following steps should help stop your dream turning into a nightmare.

*Do not join a syndicate offered to you through the post. There are numerous national and international
syndicates being promoted in this way. No-one is saying there is anything devious going on, but if I was to
be part of a syndicate win, I would like to know who my fellow members are!
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*Form a syndicate with friends or workmates, and choose people you trust. Although it’s rare, there are
cases of syndicates where the organizer has run off with the stake, worse still the prize! This happened in
September 1994, when a football pools syndicate with a £2 million pounds ‘Winning’ line discovered the
£30 stake has been pocketed.

* Have an agreement drawn up to which all members agree. And make sure all current and new members
sign to say they agree.

Further Tips To Help You On Your Way
The following tips will help you reduce the odds in your favor, as well as providing a useful guide as to
what to do with your big lottery win.

*J~ ‘The National Lottery Book’, lottery guru Sam Weren tells us winning the lottery is all down to knowing
the rules, probability and psychology. Birthdays are a favorite way of choosing numbers, he says, as are
ages and house numbers as discussed earlier. He tells the story of one man who used birthdays and ages
to select his numbers. Five of his six numbers came up, but not his last number 39, his wife’s age, or so he
thought. When number 38 appeared, the disgruntled man yelled ‘Why couldn’t you be a year younger?’
‘But I am’, she said. He had got her age wrong and, effectively deprived himself of a Jackpot win!

*Learn all you can about lotteries, not just the UK’s or US' s lottery, but world
-wide lotteries, especially
those operated on a similar system to ours.

*Do not gamble more than you can afford to lose, and never borrow money to gamble on the lottery, or
anything else for that matter.

*Look on the lottery as an investment, one that might provide a magnificent return, or

perhaps just a modest return for your investment. According to Sam Weren, author of numerous books
about world-wide lotteries: ‘A wise investor always weighs up the potential risks and rewards before
committing their cash, the lottery should be no exception’.
*When you win, make sure you claim your prize straight away, otherwise you might forget where you put
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you ticket, or worse still lose it altogether! Imagine how bad that would feel, if you could remember your
numbers, and knew they had been drawn. but you couldn’t find your ticket to prove it! Only recently, a lady
in Yorkshire knew she had one line of five, and three lines of four numbers using our System X. but
unfortunately she wrote to say she couldn’t find her ticket!!

*Another American winner, waited a year before claiming his prize, forfeiting the equivalent of over £2
million pound in interest!

*Always buy your tickets yourself Do not rely on anyone else to do it for you. Just after the man from
Littlewoods called on my relative, he said he would be visiting a man whose wife says she popped his
pools entry into the post as instructed. It didn’t arrive, so no-one knows what really happened. Except,
perhaps, the lady herself

*Always sign the back of your tickets straight away, so no-one can claim your win. Better still add your
name, address and telephone number as well. There are still some honest people around you know! And
remember, if your winning ticket is ever returned to you by some wonderfully honest individual, a share of
the proceeds is appropriate!

*Plan what you will do with your windfall so you won’t panic when it happens, as did Canadian Jim Cocoon
who, when presented with his £250,000(equivalent) payout, started handing out high-value bills to passers
by in the street. More money went to his workmates, and in less than three months Jim was on the dole,
having given up his job as a result of his good fortune. Which brings me onto the next point!

*Don' t give up your job until you decide how you really want to spend the rest of your life, and your money!
Big Winners have a habit of increasing their standard of living, and who can blame them! What seems like
a lot of money now, doesn’t always look that way a few years down the road, My winning relative tells me
her early post-win years, were spent worrying herself sick about how far interest rates would fall, and how
much more she’d have to draw on her capital just to make ends meet!

*ff you can’t claim your prize in person, always photocopy your ticket and post the original by registered
post. For bigger prizes, get someone you trust to present your ticket in person.

*And finally, experts tell us there is no law of averages on individual games, statistics are about past
events, not current. Studying and applying probability theories to your entries, is in itself a worthwhile
activity as System X has proved, with numerous sizeable and regular wins, so the key is to be patient and
stick with it, the rewards will shortly follow!
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Recommended Reading

The National Lottery Magazine, available bi-monthly from newsagents.
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